In this chapter, we present new results on the automated generalization of performance-related heuristics learned for knowledge-lean applications. By rst applying genetics-based learning to learn new heuristics for some small subsets of test cases in a problem space, we study methods to generalize these heuristics to unlearned subdomains of test cases. Our method uses a new statistical metric called probability of win. By assessing the performance of heuristics in a range-independent and distribution-independent manner, we can compare heuristics across problem subdomains in a consistent manner. To illustrate our approach, we show experimental results on generalizing heuristics learned for sequential circuit testing, VLSI cell placement and routing, branch-and-bound search, and blind equalization. We show that generalization can lead to new and robust heuristics that perform better than the original heuristics across test cases of di erent characteristics.
Introduction
Heuristics or heuristic methods (HMs), in general terms, are \Strategies using readily accessible though loosely applicable information to control problem-solving processes in human being and machines " 12] . They exist as problem solving procedures in problem solvers to nd (usually) suboptimal solutions for many engineering applications. Since their design depends on user experience and is rather ad hoc, it is desirable to acquire them automatically by machine learning.
We make the following assumptions in this chapter. First, we assume that the applications are knowledgelean, implying that domain knowledge for credit assignment is missing. In this class of applications, we are interested to learn and generalize performance-related HMs whose goal is to nd solutions with the best numerical performance. Examples of targeted HMs and applications include symbolic formulae for decision making in a branch-and-bound search and a set of numerical parameters used in a simulated annealing package for placement and routing of VLSI circuits. (See Section 4).
Second, we assume that performance of a HM is characterized by one or more statistical metrics and is obtained by evaluating multiple test cases (noisy evaluations). We further assume that a HM may have di er- ent performance distributions across di erent subsets of test cases in the problem space, thereby disallowing the use of performance metrics such as the average.
For example, given two heuristic methods HM 1 and HM 2 and two subsets of test cases TC 1 and TC 2 , assume that cost is the performance measure of HMs. Suppose after testing HM 1 on the two subsets of test cases, we found its average costs be 10 and 100 units, respectively. Similarly, we got 150 and 5 units for HM 2 on the two subsets of test cases. It will be di cult to say whether HM 1 is better than HM 2 in terms of cost, and which HM should be used as a general HM for all test cases in the problem domain.
Third, we assume that heuristics used in generalization are learned by a genetics-based learning method 18, 8] . This is a form of learning by induction that involves applying genetic algorithms 3] to machine learning problems. There are two steps involved in this learning method:
Generation and selection of HMs that can better solve test cases used in learning, as compared to the best existing (baseline) HMs; Generalization of the selected HMs to test cases not seen in learning with the same high level of performance as compared to that of the baseline HMs. As illustrated in Figure 1 , these two steps are generally separated in genetics-based learning.
In this chapter, we study statistical generalization of HMs across test cases of an application with di erent performance distributions. The problem is illustrated in Figure 2 in which we show three heuristic methods and three subsets (or subdomains) of test cases in an application domain. Let p i;j be the performance of HM i on Subdomain j, in which we assume that the performance of an HM in a subdomain can be aggregated into a single value. When an HM behaves di erently across di erent subdomains of test cases, it will not be possible to aggregate its performance values across subdomains into a single number. Further, when one HM performs better than another HM in one subdomain but worse in another, we need to develop a method to di erentiate HMs with high performance from those with low performance across all test cases in the application.
Generalization is important because learning time is often limited, and only a small set of test cases can be evaluated during learning. Generalization in many existing genetics-based learning systems 8, 3, 2] is a post-learning veri cation phase that simply veri es the generalizability of the learned HMs by evaluating them on a new set of test cases. This approach is suitable when test cases used in learning are representatives of all the test cases targeted by the HM. When test cases used in generalization have di erent characteristics, the HMs learned cannot be generalized. Figure 2. Performance of a heuristic method may vary signi cantly across di erent subsets of test cases in an application domain, making it di cult to combine these numbers into a single performance number.
To compare HMs bearing di erent performance distributions across di erent subsets of test cases in an application, we need to develop a performance metric that is independent of the actual distributions. We propose in this chapter a new metric called probability of win that measures the probability that a particular HM is better than another randomly chosen HM from a set of learned HMs for a given subset of test cases. Since probabilities are between 0 and 1, we eliminate the dependence of HMs on actual performance distributions. Using this metric, we can verify whether a HM is generalizable across test cases of di erent performance distributions. Our approach can be summarized as follows:
Partition the domain of test cases into subdomains in such a way that performance values in a subdomain are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Develop conditions under which a HM can be considered to perform well across multiple subdomains. In contrast to studies in arti cial intelligence 6], we do not modify a HM in order to generalize it across subdomains. Rather, we test certain conditions to see if a HM is generalizable. This chapter is divided into ve sections. Section 2 de nes problem space and its partitioning into subdomains. We propose in Section 3 a new metric called probability of win and a new generalization strategy. Section 4 reports our experimental results on four real-world applications | circuit testing, VLSI cell placement and routing, branch-and-bound search and blind equalization. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Problem Domains and Subdomains
Given an application problem consisting of a collection of test cases, the rst task in learning and generalization is to classify the test cases into domains such that a unique HM can be designed for each 13]. This classi cation step is domain speci c and is generally carried out by experts in the area.
For instance, consider the problem of generating test patterns to test VLSI circuits. Previous experience shows that sequential circuits require tests that are di erent from those of combinatorial circuits. Consequently, we can consider combinatorial circuits and sequential circuits as two di erent problem domains.
In comparing the performance of HMs in a problem domain, it is necessary to aggregate their performance values into a small number of performance metrics (such as average or maximum). Computing these aggregate We need to know the attributes of an application in order to classify its test cases, and a set of decision rules to identify the subdomain to which a test case belongs. For example, in learning new decomposition HMs in a branch-and-bound search for solving a traveling-salesman problem (Section 4), we can treat graph connectivity as an attribute to classify graphs into subdomains.
In some applications, it may be di cult to determine the subdomain to which a test case belongs. This is true because the available attributes may not be well de ned or may be too large to be useful. For instance, in test-pattern generation for sequential circuits, there are many attributes that can be used to characterize circuits (such as length of the longest path and maximum number of fan-in's and fan-out's). However, none of these attributes is a clear winner.
When we do not know the attributes to classify test cases into subdomains, we can treat each test case as a subdomain by itself. This works well when the HM to be learned has a random component: by using di erent random seeds in the HM, we can obtain statistically valid performance values of the HM on a test case. We have used this approach in the two circuit-related applications discussed in Section 4 and have chosen each circuit as an independent subdomain for learning.
After applying learning to nd good HMs for each subdomain, we need to compare their performance across subdomains. This may be di cult because test cases in di erent subdomains of a domain may have di erent performance distributions, even though they can be evaluated by a common HM. As a result, the performance of test cases cannot be compared statistically. For instance, we cannot use the average metric when performance values are dependent or have multiple distributions.
As an example, Table 1 shows the average and maximum fault coverages of two HMs used in a testpattern generator to test sequential circuits. The data indicate that we cannot average their fault coverages across the two circuits as the performance distribution of HM 101 across the two circuits is not the same as that of HM 535 .
It should now be clear that there can be many subdomains in an application, and learning can only be performed on a small number of them. Consequently, it is important to generalize HMs learned for a small number of subdomains to unlearned subdomains. In some situations, multiple HMs may have to be identi ed and applied together at a higher cost to nd a high quality solution.
illustrated in the last section, test cases used in generalization may have di erent performance distribution for two reasons: (a) A learned HM has di erent performance distributions across subdomains. (b) The baseline HM used in normalization has di erent performance distributions across subdomains. In either case, performance values after normalization will have di erent distributions across subdomains. This leads us to develop a generalization strategy that can compare HMs across di erent subdomains with di erent performance distributions.
The goal of generalization is somewhat vague: we like to nd one or more HMs that perform well most of the time across multiple subdomains as compared to the baseline HM (if it exists). To achieve this goal, two issues are apparent here.
How to compare the performance of HMs within a subdomain in a range-independent and distributionindependent fashion? Here, we need to evaluate and generalize the performance of a HM in a single subdomain in a range-independent and distribution-independent way. How to de ne the notion that one HM performs well across multiple subdomains? Our method to address these two issues involves a new metric called probability of win. Informally, probability of win is a range-independent metric that evaluates the probability that the true mean performance of a HM in one subdomain is better than the true mean performance of another randomly selected HM in the same subdomain. It is important to point out that the HMs used in computing the probability of win are found by learning; hence, they already perform well within a subdomain. Further, probabilities of win are in the range zero to one, independent of the number of HMs evaluated and the distribution of performance values.
Performance Evaluation within a Subdomain
There are many ways to address the rst issue raised above, and solutions to the second issue depend on the solution to the rst. For instance, scaling and normalization of performance values is a possible way to compare performance in a distribution-independent manner; however, this may lead to new inconsistencies 18]. Another way is to rank HMs by their performance values and use the average ranks of HMs for comparison. This does not work well because it does not account for actual di erences in performance values, and two HMs with very close or very di erent performance may di er only by one in their ranks. Further, the maximum rank of HMs depends on the number of HMs evaluated, thereby biasing the average ranks of individual HMs. In this section, we propose a metric called probability of win to select good HMs within a subdomain.
P win (h i ; d m ), the probability-of-win of HM h i in subdomain d m , is de ned as the probability that the true mean of h i (on one performance measure 1 ) is better than the true mean of HM h j randomly selected from the pool. When h i is applied on test cases in d m , we have Since we are using the average performance metric, it is a good approximation to use the normal distribution as a distribution of the sample average. The probability that h i is better than h j in d m can now be computed as follows. where (x) is the cumulative distribution function for the N(0; 1) distribution.
To illustrate the concept, we show in Table 2 the probabilities of win of four HMs tested to various degrees. Note that P win is not only related to the sample mean but also depends on the sample variance and number of tests performed. Further, the probability that h i is better than h j and the probability that h j is better than h i are both counted in the evaluation. Hence, the average of P win over all HMs in a subdomain (= P i P win (h i ; d m )=jsj) will be 0.5. P win de ned in (3.1) is range-independent and distribution-independent because all performance values are transformed into probabilities between 0 and 1 independent of the number of HMs evaluated and the distribution of performance values. It assumes that all HMs are i.i.d. and takes into account uncertainty in their sample averages (by using their variances); hence, it is better than simple scaling that only compresses performance averages into a range between 0 and 1. It is also important to point out that the HMs used in computing P win are found by learning; hence, they already perform well within a subdomain.
Performance Evaluation across Subdomains
One of the major di culties in handling multiple subdomains is that it may be di cult to aggregate performance values statistically from di erent subdomains, and to de ne the notion that one HM performs better than another across multiple subdomains. For instance, it is not meaningful to nd an average of random numbers from two di erent distributions. We address this problem using P win de ned in the last subsection.
First, we assume that when HM h is applied over multiple subdomains in partition p of subdomains, all subdomain are equally likely. Here, we compute P win of h over subdomains in p as the average P win of h over all subdomains in p .
where p is the p'th partition of subdomains in the problem domain. The HM picked is the one that maximizes (3.2). When subdomains are not equally likely but with known relative weights, we can compute P win as a weighted average instead of (3.2). HMs picked using 3.2 generally wins with a high probability across most of the subdomains in p but occasionally may not perform well in a few subdomains. Second, we consider the problem of nding a good HM across multiple subdomains in p as a multiobjective optimization problem. In this case, evaluating HMs based on a combined objective function (such as the average P win in (3.2) may lead to inconsistent conclusions. To alleviate such inconsistencies, we should treat each subdomain independently and nd a common HM across all subdomains in p satisfying some common constraints. For example, let be the allowable deviation of P win of any chosen HM from q m win , the maximum P win in subdomain m. Generalization, therefore, amounts to nding h that satis es the following constraints for every subdomain m 2 p .
Here, may need to re ned if there are too many or too few HMs satisfying the constraints. To illustrate the generalization procedure, consider the test-pattern generation problem discussed in Section 2. Assume that learning had been performed on ve circuits (subdomains), and that the six best HMs from each subdomain were reported. After full evaluation of the 30 HMs (initialized by ten random seeds) across all ve subdomains, we computed P win of each HM in every subdomain. Figure 3 shows the probabilities of win of six of these HMs. If we generalize HMs based on (3.2), then HM 15 will be picked since it has the highest average P win . Likewise, if we generalize using (3.3), we will also select HM 15 . Note that in this example, no one HM is the best across all subdomains.
Experimental Results
To illustrate the generalization procedure described in Section 3, we present in this section results on generalization for two applications in VLSI design and branch-and-bound search. These results were obtained using TEACHER 18], a genetics-based learning system that implements our proposed generalization strategy. The parameters used during learning are shown in Table 3 . 
HM for Sequential Circuit Testing
The rst application is based on CRIS 15], a genetic-algorithm software package for generating patterns to test sequential VLSI circuits. CRIS mutates an input test sequence continuously and analyzes the mutated vectors in selecting a test set. Since many copies of a circuit may be manufactured, it is desirable to obtain as high a fault coverage as possible, and computational cost is of secondary importance.
In our experiments, we used sequential circuits from the ISCAS89 benchmarks 1] plus several other larger circuits. We treat each circuit as an individual subdomain. Since we want one common HM for all circuits, we assume that all circuits are from one domain. CRIS in our experiments is treated as a black-box problem solver, as we have minimal knowledge in its design. A HM targeted for improvement is a set of eight parameters used in CRIS ( Table 4 ). Note that parameter P 8 is a random seed, implying that CRIS can be run multiple times using di erent random seeds in order to obtain better fault coverages. (In our experiments, we used a xed sequence of ten random seeds.) Our goal is to develop one common HM that can be applied across all the benchmark circuits and that has similar or better fault coverages as compared to those of the original CRIS. Note that in the original CRIS, the HM used for each circuit is unique and was tuned manually. The advantage of having one HM is that it can be applied to new circuits without further manual tuning.
In our experiments on CRIS, we chose ve circuits as our learning subdomains. In each of these subdomains, we used TEACHER 18] to test CRIS 1000 times (divided into 10 generations) with di erent HMs. A HM in learning is represented as a tuple of the rst seven parameters in Table 4 . The majority of time was spent in testing the HMs generated, since the time to generate a HM is very small (involving the crossover or mutation of sets of seven parameters). At the end of learning, we picked the top twenty HMs in each subdomain and evaluated them fully by initializing CRIS using ten di erent random seeds (P 8 in Table 4 ). We then selected the top ve HMs from each subdomain, resulting in a total of 25 HMs supplied to the generalization phase. We evaluated the 25 HMs fully (each with 10 random seeds) on the ve subdomains used in learning and ve new subdomains. We then selected one generalized HM to be used across all the ten circuits (based on (3.2)). The HM found is shown in the last column in Table 4 . Table 5 shows the costs and qualities in applying our generalized HM learned for CRIS (see Table4) and compares them to the results of CRIS 15] and HITEC 10], the latter is a deterministic search algorithm that is often used as a benchmark algorithm. We do not have the cost gures of CRIS because they were not published. The designer of CRIS hand tuned the parameters for each circuit; hence, the time (or cost) for obtaining these parameters are very large. Note that the maximum fault coverages reported were based on ten runs of the underlying problem solver, implying that the computational cost is ten times of the average cost. Recall that we like to obtain the maximum coverage of a circuit, and that computational cost is a secondary issue in circuit testing. Table 6 summarizes the results shown in Table 5 . Our results show that our generalization procedure can discover new HMs that are better than the original HMs in 16 out of 22 circuits in terms of the maximum fault coverage, and in 11 out of 22 circuits in terms of the average fault coverage. Our results are signi cant in the following aspects: new faults detected by our generalized HMs were not discovered by previous methods; only one HM (rather than many circuit-dependent HMs in the original CRIS) was found for all circuits. Table 6 also indicates that HITEC is still better than our new generalized HM for CRIS in most of the circuits (in 14 out of 22 in term of the maximal fault coverage, and in 18 out of 22 in term of the average fault coverage). This happens because our generalized HM is bounded by the limitations in CRIS and our HM generator for CRIS. Such limitations cannot be overcome without generating more powerful HMs in our HM generator or using better test-pattern generators like HITEC as our baseline problem solver. 
HM for VLSI Placement and Routing
In our second application, we use TimberWolf 17] as our problem solver. This is a software package based on simulated annealing (SA) 7] to place and route various circuit components on a piece of silicon. Its goal is to minimize the chip area needed while satisfying constraints such as the number of layers of poly-silicon for routing and the maximum signal delay through any path. Its operations can be divided into three steps: placement, global routing, and detailed routing. The placement and routing problem is NP-hard; hence, heuristics are generally used. SA used in TimberWolf is an e cient method to randomly search the space of possible placements.
Although in theory SA converges asymptotically to the global optimum with probability one, the results generated in nite time are usually suboptimal. Consequently, there is a trade-o between the quality of a result and the cost (or computational time) of obtaining it. In TimberWolf version 6.0, the version we have studied, there are two parameters to control the running time (which indirectly control the quality of the result): fast-n and slow-n. The larger the fast-n is, the shorter time SA will run. In contrast, the larger the slow-n is, the longer time SA will run. Of course, only one of these parameters can be used at any time.
TimberWolf has six major components: cost function, generate function, initial temperature, temperature decrement, equilibrium condition, and stopping criterion. Many parameters in these components have been tuned manually. However, their settings are generally heuristic because we lack domain knowledge to set them optimally. In Table 7 , we list the parameters we have focused in this study. Our goal is to illustrate the power of our learning and generalization procedures and to show improved quality and reduced cost for the placement and routing of large circuits, despite the fact that only small circuits were used in learning.
In our experiments, we used seven benchmark circuits 9] (s298, s420, fract, primary1, struct, primary2, industrial1) that were mostly from ftp.mcnc.org in /pub/benchmark. We studied only the standard-cell placement problem, noting that other kinds of placement can be studied in a similar fashion. We used fast-n values of 1, 5, and 10, respectively.
We rst applied TEACHER to learn good HMs for circuits s298 with fast-n of 1, s420 with fast-n of 5, and primary1 with fast-n of 10, each of which was taken as a learning subdomain. We used a xed sequence of ten random seeds (P 11 in Table 7 ) in each subdomain to nd the statistical performance of a HM. Each learning experiment involved 1000 applications of TimberWolf divided into ten generations. Based on the best 30 HMs (10 from each subdomain), we applied our generalization procedure to obtain one generalized HM. This generalized HM as well as the default HM are shown in Table 7 . Figure 4 plots the quality (higher quality in the y-axis means reduced chip area averaged over 10 runs using the de ned random seeds) and cost (average execution time of TimberWolf) between the generalized HM and the default HM on all seven circuits with fast-n of 1, 5, and 10, respectively. Note that all performance values in Figure 4 are normalized with respect to those of fast-n of 10, and that the positive (resp., negative) portion of the x-axes shows the fractional improvement (resp., degradation) in computational cost with respect to the baseline HM using fast-n of 10 for the same circuit. Each arrow in this gure points from the average performance of the default HM to the average performance of the generalized HM.
The equation for computing the normalized symmetric cost is as follows. Let C new , C base and C norm sym be, Table 7 . Parameters of TimberWolf (Version 6) used in the original HM and after learning and generalization.
Parameter Range
Step The reason for using the above equation is to avoid uneven compression of the ratio C new =C base . This ratio is between 0 and 1 when C new < C base , but is between 1 and 1 when C new > C base . (4.4) allows increases in cost to be normalized in the range between 0 and 1, and decreases to be normalized in the range between 0 and ?1. The normalized symmetric quality in the y-axis is computed in a similar way.
Among the 22 test cases, the generalized HM has worse quality than that of the default in only two instances, and has worse cost in 4 out of 22 cases. We see in Figure 4 that most of the arrows point in a left-upward direction, implying improved quality and reduced cost. Note that these experiments are meant to illustrate the power of our generalization procedure. We expect to see more improvement as we learn other functions and parameters in TimberWolf. Further, improvements in TimberWolf are important as the system is actually used in industry.
Branch-and-Bound Search
A branch-and-bound search algorithm is a systematic method for traversing a search tree or search graph in order to nd a solution that optimizes a given objective while satisfying the given constraints. It decomposes a problem into smaller subproblems and repeatedly decomposes them until a solution is found or infeasibility is proved. Each subproblem is represented by a node in the search tree/graph.
The algorithm has four sets of HMs: (a) Selection HM for selecting a search node for expansion based on a sequence of selection keys for ordering search nodes; (b) Decomposition HM (or branching mechanism) for expanding a search node into descendants using operators to expand (or transform) a search node into child nodes; (c) Pruning HM for pruning inferior nodes in order to trim potentially poor subtrees; and (d) Termination HM for determining when to stop. In this subsection, we apply learning to nd new decomposition HMs for expanding a search node into descendants.
We illustrate our method on three applications: traveling salesman problem (TSP) on incompletely connected graphs mapped on a two-dimensional plane, vertex-cover problem (VC), and knapsack problem (KS). The second problem can be solved by a polynomial-time approximation algorithm with guaranteed performance deviations from optimal solutions, and the last can be solved by a pseudo polynomial-time approximation algorithm. Hence, we expect that improvements due to learning are likely for the rst two problems and not likely for the last. Table 8 shows the parameters used in generating a test case in each application. We assume that each problem constitutes one domain.
The problem solver here is a branch-and-bound algorithm, and a test case is considered solved when its optimal solution is found. Note that the decomposition HM studied is only a component of the branch-andbound algorithm.
We have used well-known decomposition HMs developed for these applications as our baseline HMs (see Table 9 ). The normalized cost of a candidate decomposition HM is de ned in terms of its average symmetric speedup (see Eq. (4.4) in Section 4.2.), which is related to the number of nodes expanded by a branch-andbound search using the baseline HM and that using the new HM. Note that we do not need to measure quality as both the new and existing HMs when applied in a branch-and-bound search look for the optimal solution.
In our experiments, we selected six subdomains in each application for learning. We performed learning in each subdomain using 1,600 tests, selected the top ve HMs in each subdomain, fully veri ed them on all the learned subdomains, and selected one nal HM to be used across all the subdomains. (See (3.2).) Table 10 summarizes the generalization and validation results. We show in our results the average symmetric speedup of the top HM learned in each subdomain and the normalized cost of learning, where the latter was computed as the ratio of the total CPU time for learning and the harmonic mean of the CPU times required by the baseline HM on test cases used in learning. The results show that a new HM learned speci cally for a subdomain has around 1-35% improvement in its average symmetric speedups and 3,000-16,000 times in learning costs. Table 10 also shows the average symmetric speedups of the generalized HMs. We picked six subdomains randomly for learning. After learning and fully verifying the ve top HMs in each subdomain, we applied (3.2) to identify one top HM to be used across all the twelve subdomains. Our results show that we have between 0-8% improvement in average symmetric speedups using the generalized HMs. Note that these results are worse than those obtained by learning, Moreover, the baseline HM is the best HM for solving the knapsack problem.
The second part of Table 10 shows the average symmetric speedups when we validate the generalized HMs on larger test cases. These test cases generally require 10-50 times more nodes expanded than those used earlier. Surprisingly, our results show better improvement (9-23%). It is interesting to point out that six of the twelve subdomains with high degree of connectivity in the vertex-cover problem have slowdowns. This is a clear indication that these subdomains should be grouped in a di erent domain and learned separately. Table 9 shows the new decomposition HMs learned for the three applications that lists the variables used in the HMs. Note that we have included constants in our HMs in learning; an example of which is shown in the HM learned for the vertex-cover problem. This formula can be interpreted as using l as the primary key for deciding which node to include in the covered set. If the l's of two alternatives are di erent, then the remaining terms in the formula (n ? l) are insigni cant. On the other hand, when the l's are the same, then we use (n ? l) as a tie breaker.
In short, our results show that reasonable improvements can be obtained by generalization of learned HMs. We anticipate further improvements by learning and generalizing new pruning HMs in a depth-rst search, partitioning the problem space into a number of domains and learning a new HM for each, and identifying attributes that help explain why one HM performs well in one subdomain but not in others.
Blind Equalization
Our last application is on applying genetic algorithms to learn a cost function in blind equalization. Our goal is to minimize the number of accumulated errors for a sequence of input data corrupted in transmission ( Figure 5 ). The process is equivalent to adjusting the weights of an FIR lter using gradient descent in order to minimize the value of a cost function, which is de ned in term of the weights of the lter and its current output.
In this application, we de ne a test case as multiple random sequences of data of xed length passing through a xed channel and a blind equalizer with given random initial weights. We further de ne a subdomain to be all test cases with the same channel speci cation. In our experiments, we attempt to cover all possible third-order channels: from relatively easy ones (ja i j > P i6 =j ja j j where a i is the i-th weight of the channel) to the hardest one (a i = a j for all i and j). Table 11 shows the average symmetric improvements in terms of number of accumulated errors for HM base (CMA 2-2) 4] and the new HM found after learning and generalization.
Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented a method for generalizing performance-related heuristics learned by genetics-based learning for knowledge-lean applications. We have focused on a class of heuristic methods (HMs) whose performance is evaluated statistically by applying them on multiple test cases. Due to a lack of domain-knowledge for improving such heuristics, we have used a genetics-based learning paradigm (a generate-and-test method) to learn new HMs.
One of the major problems in performance evaluation of heuristics is that a HM may have di erent performance distributions across di erent sets of test cases in an application. This renders it impossible to use statistical metrics, such as average, to compare their performance.
We have proposed in this chapter a new metric called probability of win to characterize the performance of heuristics. This metric evaluates the probability that the mean performance of a HM is better than the mean performance of another randomly chosen HM in a set of learned HMs on a common set of test cases. The only requirement on the choice of test cases in evaluating probabilities of win is that each HM, when evaluated on the test cases, produces a set of independent and identically distributed performance results. We de ne such a set of test cases as a subdomain. Since probabilities of win are between 0 and 1, we can compare them across subdomains in generalizing HMs.
We have developed TEACHER 5] , an integrated system that incorporates the learning and generalization method presented in this chapter. The system is relatively easy to use: the design of an interface between an application program and TEACHER usually takes less than two weeks to complete.
We have applied TEACHER 18], a genetics-based learning system that incorporates our generalization method, on four engineering applications and found very good improvements over existing HMs. These applications are hard to improve because they have been studied and tuned extensively by many others before. In each case, we have found very good improvements over existing HMs for these applications. These demonstrate that learning and generalization is important in re ning heuristics used in many application problem solvers.
